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IN THE

United States
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OLYMPIA HARBOR LUMBER COMPANY,
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Appellant (Petitioner)
,

vs.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Appellee (Respondent).

APPELLANT'S BRIEF

UPON PETITION TO REVIEW AN ORDER
OF THE UNITED STATES BOARD

OF TAX APPEALS.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This is an appeal from the decision of the

United States Board of Tax Appeals rendered

April 25, 1934. The Olympia Harbor Lumber Com-

pany (petitioner) in its 1929 income tax return

claimed as a deduction a loss on account of a bad

debt in the amount of $33,594.65, the same being

40 per cent of the account of the Tumwater Lum-



ber Mills Company. The Commissioner disallowed

that loss and the Board sustained the Commis-

sioner.

The Board sustained the petitioner on another

point, but that decision has not been appealed from

by the Commissioner.

On December 31, 1929, the Tumwater Lumber

Mills Company was indebted to the Olympia Har-

bor Lumber Company in the amount of $84,722.41.

(R. 38) In December, 1929, the said account was

determined by the trustees of the petitioner to be

worthless to the extent of approximately 40%

(39.65%) (R. 40, 41, 50) and $33,594.65 was then

charged off as worthless. (R. 52) The book entries

were made as a part of the final closing entries for

1929 but actually a few weeks after the close of

the year. The tax involved is $3770.35. (R. 25)

The real question involved is whether or not the

petitioner was entitled to deduct and did properly

deduct the loss on account of the bad debt of the

Tumwater Lumber Mills Company.

For convenience petitioner will be referred to

as the Olympia Harbor Company and the Tum-

water Lumber Mills Company as the Tumwater

Company.



STATEMENT OF THE EVIDENCE
The immediate facts of the case are compara-

tively simple, but to properly decide the issues it is

necessary that the history and relationship of the

Olympia Harbor Company and the Tumwater Com-

pany (the debtor) be understood. In 1919 six

brothers known as the Anderson brothers who were

residents of Olympia, Washington, became the

owners of the Tumwater Lumber Mills Company at

Tumwater, which is a few minutes' drive from

Olympia, Washington. (R. 31) The brothers were

equal stockholders and by their own efforts the

business was successful. (R. 31)

In 1924 the bank with which the company had

been doing business suggested another business

venture. A defunct mill had come into the hands of

the bank and it offered an attractive proposition to

the Tumwater Company. The trustees of that com-

pany did not desire to involve the Tumwater Com-

pany with any new venture of that type. Therefore

the same stockholders formed a new corporation,

the Olympia Harbor Lumber Company (the pe-

titioner), separate and apart from the Tumwater
Company in every way. (R. 32) The two com-

panies were always kept separate. When any of

the stockholders worked for one company and later



for the other, the separate companies paid the sal-

ary accounts. The bookkeeping and all business

transactions were absolutely separate. (R. 32)

This condition existed up to and at the time of the

trial.

The two companies had in prior years filed con-

solidated returns (R. 24), but under the Revenue

Act in force in 1929 the two companies could not

make a consolidated return. (R. 24)

The log supply of the Tumwater Company even-

tually gave out and the mill was abandoned. The

company entered the field of fabricated homes,

(ready cut), and erected homes for sale in Olym-

pia. (R. 32)

About that time (and for some time prior there-

to) the United States Department of Commerce

through the Wood Utilization committee headed by

Mr. Oxholm, had conducted experiments with the

Swedish gang saw, hoping to develop a method of

utilizing the small logs (12" and under), which had

always been allowed to remain on the ground in

the woods. (R. 33)

Mr. Oxholm had spent a year in Sweden study-

ing the problem. In Sweden of necessity they had

to use a small spruce log and a special gang saw



had been developed. (R. 33) The principle used

in the gang saw mill was entirely different from

any used in the saw mills of the United States.

The gang saw is a series of saws set in a frame in a

vertical position. The set of saws is operated in a

rapid up and down motion whereby the whole log

is cut up into boards of certain widths at one saw-

ing. (Pet. Ex. 6) The theory of the gang saw

lumber was that it would be so perfectly sawed that

it could be sold in the rough without the operation

of planing or surfacing. ''That is the principle of

the gang mill—full sawn, accurately sawn lum-

ber." (R. 70) Mr. Oxholm believed that the gang

saw principle could be successfully used in the

United States and especially in the Pacific North-

west.

The experiments had reached the stage where it

was necessary that a mill be equipped with the

Swedish gang saws and put in actual operation.

Mr. Oxholm approached several mills with the

proposition that they erect a gang saw mill and

try out the experiment. (R. 33) The Tumwater

Company was approached.

A Swedish engineer referred by Mr. Oxholm

came out and submitted an estimate as to the cost

of the plant and equipment, which was suggested to



the Tumwater Company. The engineer's estimate

(Pet. Ex. 2, R. 33-34) for a two gang saw mill was

$54,875.00. The Tumwater Company had no saw

mill at that time. (R. 32) It was finally persuaded

to undertake the experiment and go back in the

lumber business again. It had no funds with which

it could finance the erection and equipping of a

mill. (R. 35) It was decided to borrow the neces-

sary funds from the Olympia Harbor Company as

that company had ample funds available. It was

agreed that said necessary funds should not exceed

$55,000.00 as estimated by the Swedish Engineer

referred by Mr. Oxholm and were to be repaid by

the Tumwater Company. (R. 77)

The Swedish engineer planned the mill in detail

and suggested the type of machinery. Most of the

machinery was manufactured in Sweden and could

not be obtained in the United States. It was agreed

that the total investment should not exceed $55,-

000.00. (R. 35) Ground was leased (R. 36) and

the buildings were started. The machinery was

ordered, to arrive when the buildings were finished.

(R. 35) The experiment was started in 1928. (R.

33) By the Fall of 1929 the plant was in produc-

tion. (R. 67) By the close of 1929 the petitioner

had advanced to the Tumwater Company $84,-



122Al, (R. 38) an amount far in excess of the

$55,000.00 maximum estimate placed upon the

project by the Swedish engineer and trustees of

Tumwater Company and the amount that it had

been agreed should be advanced by the Olympia

Harbor Company.

Trouble seemed to beset the experiment from

the first. There were innumerable delays beyond the

control of the Tumwater Company. When machin-

ery, which had been ordered from Sweden was ex-

pected in Puget Sound waters ; the Tumwater Com-

pany was advised that one of the ''gangs" had been

lost overboard in transhipment at Rotterdam. (R.

36) The machinery finally arrived in Puget Sound

waters after five months' delay. (R. 36) When the

mill finally started operations it was discovered

that the foundations of the gangs as planned by the

Swedish engineer were too light; there was too

much vibration. The two foundations had to be re-

built and reinforced by a large connecting slab of

reinforced concrete. (R. 36, 72)

The frames of the gang saws were found to be

too light; they were made out of cast iron and often

broke. There was the same difficulty with the car-

riages. (R. 36, 72) This naturally caused innum-

erable shut-downs and delays. (R. 37, 38, 51)
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Welding was a heavy expense also. The gang saws

as developed and manufactured in Sweden were

satisfactory for use there, but they were found to

be entirely inadequate to handle the hard and

pitchy Douglas Fir logs of this part of the Pacific

Northwest. (R. 36, 37, 38, 72) The gang saw

frames would overheat and a special cooling system

had to be developed and installed. (R. 72) It was

found that additional machinery was necessary

and the mill had to be rearranged. (R. 70, 71-72)

There had to be added a planer and a heavier and

much larger crane. (R. 70) The saws used in

Sweden could not be used here. Special saws had

to be developed. (R. 38) This was because of

the heavy, hard and pitchy logs of this section of

the country. (R. 36) During these delays and in-

numerable break-downs the men were drawing pay

;

the power bill was going on just the same. (R. 70,

71)

The experiment continued with these innumer-

able delays. It attracted not only local, but nation-

wide interest. Visitors came from all over the

country. (R. 69) Other gang mills were later con-

structed by other people (R. 69), and they all prof-

ited by the experiment conducted by the Tumwater

Company in behalf of the Department of Wood
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Utilization of the United States of Commerce. (Pet.

Ex. 6 and 7) Mr. Oxholm of the Wood Utilization

Committee of the United States Department of

Commerce credits the Tumwater Company with

conducting this experiment and pioneering in the

field of gang saw mill operation. (Pet. Ex. 7)

Even when the plant was finally in operation

and producing there were other factors which tend-

ed to make it impossible for the Tumwater Com-

pany to pay its debt to the Olympia Harbor Com-

pany. The lumber produced by this type of mill

had a very limited market. There was no local de-

mand. (R. 37) The best outlet was in Europe and

that market had to be developed in order to provide

an outlet for the Tumwater Company. (R. 37, 74)

Later and in the Fall of 1929 the stock market

crashed. The result was disastrous to all classes of

business and especially to the lumber and saw mill

business on the West Coast. The Tumwater Com-

pany felt the shock probably greater than the

others. (R. 37, 51, 52) The market for lumber had

fallen off 40 per cent. (R. 37)

With the building of several other mills in the

vicinity, there was immediately created a shortage

for the small logs which heretofore had been a drug
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on the market, and left in the woods and which

now were sold at a premium. (R. 69)

The result of all of these facts and circum-

stances was that the Tumwater Company was in-

solvent and unable to pay its debts in due course of

business even under normal conditions. (R. 42-52)

The business was such that banks would not make

loans to it. (R. 48)

The trustees of the petitioner in their meeting

in December, 1929, (R. 58, 62, 64, 65, 79) dis-

cussed all these facts and circumstances. They had

before them the balance sheet of the Tumwater

Company for November, 1929. (R. 59, 62) and a

handwritten schedule of the accounts of the Tum-

water Company with figures and percentages sim-

ilar to those set forth in petitioner's Exhibits 4 and

5. (R. 41, 48, 58, 59, 66).

The trustees of the petitioner recognized the

conditions that faced the Tumwater plant and de-

cided at the meeting in December, 1929, that the

Tumwater account with petitioner was worthless

to the extent of approximately 40 per cent, (R. 63,

66) and at that time agreed that the account should

be charged off as a bad debt to that extent with the

usual closing entries of 1929. (R. 64)
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On December 31, 1929, the Tumwater Company

had current liabilities of $126,995.62, and current

assets of only $57,316.38. Taking the figures at

their face value the relation of the current liabili-

ties to the current assets was only two and one-half

to one. (R. 41. Pet. Ex. 3) Included in the cur-

rent assets were quick assets of only $8,473.81, that

figure being composed of the cash item of $7,009.01,

and the cash surrender value of life insurance poli-

cies on the lives of the officers in the sum of

$1,464.80. The other assets listed as current assets

included accounts receivable—retail and wholesale,

new mill, house contracts and the inventories of

lumber, logs and stock of stores which were not

liquid. (R. 41, 42) The relation of the quick assets

in the amount of $8,473.71 to the current liabili-

ties of $126,995.62 showed the deplorable financial

condition of the Tumwater Company.

While the total assets of the Tumwater Com-
pany had a book value of $220,428.30, the actual or

realizable value was not to exceed $142,523.50. The

fixed liabilities or liens upon the property were

$32,713.98. (Pet. Ex. 4, R. 43, 47)

In arriving at the value of the assets which

could be applied to the petitioner's account, pe-

titioner deducted the fixed liabilities of $32,713.98.
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from the actual or realizable value of assets which

left $109,809.52 to care for the unsecured creditors.

(Pet. Ex. 5) The petitioner felt morally bound to

defer its claim as well as the unpaid salaries of the

officers of the Tumwater Company and allow pay-

ment to all other unsecured creditors. (R. 61) They

therefore deducted the amounts owing to outside

creditors totaling $42,273.21, leaving only $67,-

536.31 with which to pay the Olympia Harbor

Company, and undrawn salary accounts of officers

of the Tumwater Company, these items being $84,-

722.41 and $27,185.32 respectively and totaling

$111,907.73, thus resulting in a loss to the last two

creditors of $44,371.42 or 39.65 per cent of their

respective accounts. (R. 49, Pet. Ex. 5)

To determine the value of the assets of the Tum-

water Company, petitioner's trustees took the then

market value, or the amount that could be realized

under the then market conditions, not the amount

that would be realized at a forced sale. (R. 46, 48,

53, 55, 57) In a forced sale only the junk value

could be realized and there would be no market at

all. (R. 11, 44, 46, 73) ''But the question of being

able to liquidate the company according to the fig-

ures that have been prepared here, I would say that

I do not believe that they could be realized, the fig-
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ures that I have testified to in many instances, ex-

cept the cash item and the one shown as 100 per

cent realizable, under forced liquidation at the end

of 1929 you could not realize $142,000.00 because

the biggest item is the saw mill, this experimental

mill, which would have no value except as junk if

you forced it in liquidation." (R. 47, 48) 39.65%

of the total amount due and owing to petitioner

($84,722.41) is $33,594.65. That amount was

charged off as a part of the closing entries for

1929. (R. 78-79)

Subsequent conditions have shown that the pe-

titioner was too optimistic and that the Tumwater

account should have been charged off to a much

greater extent. (R. 63) It has never been paid;

(R. 65) the whole account was bad. (R. 66)

To assist the court, the evidence of the different

witnesses in relation to the values is itemized and

set forth in the following schedule with proper ref-

erences to the record.
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COMPARISON OF BOOK VALUES, VALUES AS TEJ

PETITIONER IN COMPUTING VALUE OF

Values as

Items Book Values ANDERS

Cash on hand 7,009.01

Accounts receiv.—retail 10,840.19 8,672.15 i

Accts. receiv.—new mill 3,838.67

Accts. receiv.—others
(house contract) 19,795.47 13,856.83 1

Accts. receiv.—officers 2,605.04

Accts. receiv.—employees 23.88

Lumber inventory- 8,097.18

Logs inventory- 900.00

Stores inventory 2,742.14

11,739.32Total 9,978.43 {

Cash surrender value
of life insurance 1,464.80

New mill equipment 64,098.76 25,639.04

New mill building 19,803.20 9,901.60 1

Apartment house 29,500.00* 20,650.00

Storage garage 7,175.60 5,740.48

Ready-cut machinery 3,571.50 2,678.62]

Ready-cut factory 3,381.72 2,536.29}- '

Ready-cut office 233.74 175.30J
Sawmill office 84.67

Real estate (miscl. lots) 13,910.00 6,955.00 :'

Stock in other corporations :

San Juan Pulp Mfg. Co. 18,080.00 4,520.00 '1

Fidalgo Sales Corp. 1,215.00 303.75 -j

Balance (others) 14,706.67

34,001.67

ii

Total of stock

Total $220,428.30

Subject to first mortgage of $30,365.30.
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Y WITNESSES AND VALUES AS DETERMINED BY
ER LUMBER MILLS COMPANY ACCOUNT.

Actual or

Testimony of Witnesses Realizable Value'is'pir

JOHNSON HOLCOMB 1,^//e*S^er ^eSuY'^

100% 7,009.01
^•44 80% 8,672.15

100% 3,838.67

^.44 . 13,196.98 1/3 off 70% 13,856.83

R. 55 100% 2,605.04

100% 23.88

^•44 85% 9,978.43

100% 1,464.80
L44( 35,000.00 R. 53, 68 40% 25,639.04
L 44j 50% 9,901.60
:.45 17,500.00 R.56 70% 20,650.00
|:.45 4,000.00 R. 56 80% 5,740.48

75% 2,678.62
;. 45 75% 2,536.29

75% 175.30

100% 84.67
1.46 5,200.00 R.57 50% 6,955.00

147 25% 4,520.00
.47 25% 303.75

100% 14,706.67

$142,523.50
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It was the common practice of the petitioner to

rely upon certified public accountants. (R. 64)

When the final invoices for the year were in their

own bookkeeper would make the entries and submit

a trial balance or report to the trustees. The pre-

liminary audit or report was submitted to the trus-

tees in January, 1930. (R. 60, 61) A C. P. A.

then took charge and closed the books for the year

and set up new books for the ensuing year. (R. 64,

78-82) The C. P. A. was usually busy with other

concerns and many times could not complete the

record until February or March. This was the case

for the year 1929. (R. 60, 61) This procedure is

in line with usual, accepted and customary account-

ing practice. (R. 78, 79, 81, 82, 83)

Robert T. Knight, a C. P. A., had personally

handled the account of the petitioner for nine years.

(R. 78) When he started his audit of the books for

1929 the books had been temporarily closed as was

the general practice. He made a report in the

rough and discussed it with Arthur Anderson, (one

of the officers and trustees), who asked about the

allowance on the Tumwater account. He was ad-

vised of the amount that the trustees had decided

was a bad debt and to be written off, (R. 78) and

was shown a handwritten schedule from which the
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petitioner's Exhibits 4 and 5 had been prepared.

(R. 80) It is the customary practice to close out a

corporation's losses and profits into the surplus ac-

count. (R. 81) That had been done in the closing

of the Olympia Harbor Company accounts. In such

cases when a subsequent examination shows that

something belonged in that particular year,

whether a loss or income, that error would have to

be corrected through the medium of the surplus ac-

count. (R. 81) The C. P. A. therefore set up an

account, "Reserve for possible loss of the Tum-
water Lumber Mills Company account," (R. 80)

and the bad debt of the Tumwater Company was

credited to this account and charged to surplus.

(R. 80, 81)

Petitioner had no reserve account for bad debts

and was not on the reserve basis (R. 80) and did

not claim to be. The bad debts were customarily

charged to *'bad debts account" when ascertained.

No other accounts were credited to the special ac-

count set up for the Tumwater Company. It was a

specific off-set against the specific account. The

account was created merely as a bookkeeping ex-

pedient by the C. P. A. To have done otherwise at

that time would have thrown out of balance the ac-

count that was on the books of the Olympia Harbor
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Company with the account that was on the books

of the Turnwater Company. (R. 80) The entries

were made through surplus account only because

the books had (as was the custom) been temporar-

ily closed. (R. 78) If the books had not had the

preliminary closing into the surplus account the

entry would have been made by charging the bad

debt to the bad debts account and crediting the

same account which was used "reserve for possible

loss of Tumwater Lumber Mills Company account."

The bad debts would in turn have been closed into

profit and loss and profit and loss into surplus. (R.

81)

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS

(a) That the decision is not based upon the

evidence in that a deduction was disallowed for the

partial debt owed to the petitioner by the Tum-

water Lumber Mills Company.

(b) That the decision is erroneous in law.

As specific instances of the errors of fact and

law in said decision the petitioner points out the

following

:

(1) The failure to find when the charge-off of

the Tumwater Lumber Mills Company account was

made and the failure to find that the charge-off was

i
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made as a part of the closing entries for the year

1929.

(2) In making the finding that the Tumwater

Lumber Mills Company was solvent December 31,

1929.

(3) The failure to determine and find the value

of the assets of the Tumwater Lumber Mills Com-

pany and the resulting net worth as of December

31, 1929.

(4) The failure to find that the Tumwater

Lumber Mills Company assets were actually valued

by petitioner as of December 31, 1929 and that the

decision to so value them was made at the meeting

of the Petitioner's Board of Trustees (Directors)

late in December 1929.

(5) The failure to determine and find what

portion of the debt of the Tumwater Lumber Mills

Company was bad as of December 31, 1929 or what

proportionate part of the actual value of the assets

of the Tumwater Lumber Mills Company could be

used to repay the petitioner's account.

(6) The finding that, based upon petitioner's

own calculation as to the value of the assets of the

Tumwater Lumber Mills Company account, peti-

tioner would have recovered more than 60 7^ of
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the amount due.

(7) The failure to allow as a bad debt deduc-

tion 40% of the account of the Tumwater Lumber

Mills Company.

(8) The Board erred in finding that ''sometime

after the book entries were made the assets of the

Tumwater Lumber Mills Company were valued as

of December 31, 1929. * * *" while in fact a pre-

vious finding had been made that the trustees of

the petitioner met on or about December 27th,

1929 and discussed the Tumwater Lumber Mill

Company account and further that "It was accord-

ingly decided to charge off approximately 40% of

the advance to the Tumwater Company as a bad

debt".

(9) The Board erred in making immaterial

findings of fact in its decision to the effect that the

same stockholders owned both companies and that

no consolidated return was permitted in 1929 but

that if consolidated return had been permitted
u* * * ^jjg accounts could not have reflected under

any guise the sum now sought to be deducted".

(10) The Board erred in finding that "* * *

the debt due to Petitioner by the Tumwater Lumber

Mills Company was not ascertained to be worth-
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less in the amount of $33,594.65 and that the

charge off should not be allowed as a deduction

from the petitioner's 1929 income". (R. 27-29)

ARGUMENT AND CITATION OF

AUTHORITIES

The statutes involved in the determination of

the questions upon this appeal are as follows:

26 U. S. C. A. Sec. 2023

^^Deductions from Gross Income. In com-
puting net income there shall be allowed as

deductions

:

******
(j) Bad Debts. Debts ascertained to be

worthless and charged off within the taxable

year (or, in the discretion of the Commissioner,

a reasonable addition to a reserve for bad
debts) ; and when satisfied that a debt is recov-

erable only in part, the Commissioner may
allow such debt to be charged off in part."

The said section being Section 2023, paragraph

(j) of the 1928 Revenue Act.

The assignments of error and the questions

involved herein may be grouped and argued under

the following classifications:

(a) Did petitioner advance to the Tumwater

Company $84,722.41 and expect to receive it back

and was the Tumwater Company indebted to pe-
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titioner in that amount on December 31, 1929?

(b) Did the directors of petitioner determine

in December, 1929 that the Tumwater account was

"bad" to the extent of $33,594.65? (Assignments

of Error numbers 4, 8 and 10 will be discussed

hereunder.

)

(c) Was the Tumwater account in fact "bad"

to the extent of $33,594.65 in December, 1929?

(Assignments of error numbers 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7

will be discussed hereunder.)

(d) Did the petitioner as a matter of law

"charge off" the Tumwater account in the amount

of $33,594.65 in 1929? (Assignment of Error

number 1 will be discussed hereunder.)

(a)

The Board as a finding of fact clearly answers

"a" in the affirmative. "The new mill was a pure

experiment and difficulties were soon encountered

with the result that the estimated cost of some

$55,000.00 was exceeded and petitioner found it

necessary to advance $84,722.00 in 1928 and 1929

to put the mill in shape and adapt it to conditions

in Puget Sound country." (R. 21) "The loan made

to the Tumwater Lumber Mills Company was with

the idea that that company would be able to repay
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from the earnings of its business." (R. 22) "* * *

which sum was payable on demand." (R. 24)

(b)

The Board as a finding of fact clearly answers

"b" in the affirmative. "On or about December 27,

1929, the Anderson brothers as trustees of pe-

titioner discussed the question of the large amount

owing to petitioner by the Tumwater Lumber Mills

Company and reached the conclusion that the lat-

ter, due to the high cost of installing the new mill,

the drop in prices of lumber, the curtailed business

due to the depression and consequent depreciation

in the value of the assets of Tumwater Company,

including certain real estate contracts, building

lots, garage, stock in other lumber companies, etc.

would not he able to pay the petitioner the sum ad-

vanced to it It was accordingly decided to charge

off approximately J^O per cent of the advance of

Tumwater Company as a bad debt'' (R. 21)

The evidence is overwhelming in support of the

findings of fact above set forth and is uncontra-

dicted by any evidence whatsoever.
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(c)

The Tumwater Account was in fact "bad"

in 1929 and the court should have

SO FOUND.

It is petitioner's contention that the evidence

is just as overwhelming and uncontradicted in sup-

port of "c" and "d" as in support of "a" and "b."

In the first instance the tax payer is the judge

as to the worthlessness of the account. In the case

of Selden v. Heiner, 12 Fed. (2) 474, it was said

on page 477:

"* * * What is meant by the words of the
statute, 'debts ascertained to be worthless and
charged off within the taxable year.' The
statute prescribes no method by which such fact
shall be ascertained and we must not become
wiser than the statute and attempt to substi-

tute some method of ascertainment not pre-

scribed and therefore presumably not contem-
plated by Congress. The statute contemplates
the situation with which the taxpayer is cort-

fronted, and certainly he is made, in the first

instance, judge of the tvorthless character of
the debt. When he, in good faith, believes that
the legal situation of the debt is such, consider-
ing all the surrounding and attendant circum-
stances, that the debt is not, in fact, recover-

able, and that legal action to enforce payment
would in all probability not result in obtaining
any substantial part of the debt, although there
might be a remote possibility that a small part
thereof might ultimately be recovered, in this
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situation he is justified in treating the debt as

worthless and charging the same off on his

books. He is certainly not required to do a vain

thing, to institute some expensive proceeding to

legally ascertain what he already knows^

See also the early case of United States v. Frost,

2 Am. Fed. Tax Rep. 2116, and Pacific Pipe & Sup-

ply Co., 2 B. T. A. 870.

The only manner in which a creditor can de-

termine the value of an account or its possibility

of collection is to look to the debtor's assets and its

opportunity to pay out from income. That is just

what petitioner did in December, 1929. The debtor's

balance sheet, or the book values, cannot always be

taken at face value, especially when actual facts

have so changed the exact value and probability of

income. (Selden v. Heiner Supra.)

The debtor (Turnwater Company) had expend-

ed great sums in the development of the gang saw

mill; the petitioner of course knew of the experi-

mental nature of the venture, but the trustees as

business men expected that petitioner would get the

money back and had reason to believe that the ac-

tual value of the assets of the Tumwater Company

would always remain sufficient to protect their ad-

vances. They, of course, expected that the oper-
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ation of the gang mill would be a profitable venture

for the Tumwater Company. The profits were esti-

mated on the basis of anticipated advances ($55,-

000.00) and the market conditions as of the time of

estimate. The experimental nature of the enter-

prise was recognized by the Board. (R. 21) Over

$84,000.00 was advanced in the building of the mill

when at best $55,000.00 had been anticipated and

agreed upon. To off-set that $84,000.00 advance-

ment the debtor had a mill worth at best $35,-

000.00. (R. 53) And it actually had little value

except as junk under any forced sale.

As heretofore mentioned, the Board found that

the assets of the company were valued as of De-

cember 31, 1929. It further found that the liqui-

dation value of the assets were determined by the

petitioner at $142,523.30, with liabilities outstand-

ing of $186,894.92. (R. 22) The Board further

found that the current assets as of December 31,

1929, were $57,316.38 and current liabilities were

$126,995.62. (R. 22) All assets and liabilities were

included in the above estimate. The figures as re-

ferred to by the Board as having been determined

by the petitioner could only be obtained from the

figures as actually used by the petitioner in arriv-

ing at the values as testified by Mr. Anderson (an
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officer of petitioner), by Mr. Johnson (a saw mill

enginer and expert), and Mr. Holcomb, an expert

appraiser, and all as set forth in the epitome of

the evidence as to values on pages 14 and 15 here-

in and petitioner's exhibits 4 and 5.

The Board was apparently satisfied that the

determination of the value and the appraisal of the

assets had been made by petitioner and that the

results were reached in line with the testimony

above stated.

The Board stated (R. 22) that "some time after

the book entries were made the assets of the Tum-

water Company were valued as of December 31,

1929." That statement by the Board is entirely in-

consistent with the prior statement that on or about

December 27, 1929, the trustees of petitioner dis-

cussed the question and reached the conclusion that

the Tumwater account could not be paid and that

"it was accordingly decided to charge off approxi-

mately 40 per cent as a bad debt." (R. 21) Of

necessity, to arrive at the figure of 40 per cent the

values had to be placed upon the assets as set forth

by the uncontraverted evidence.

Neither was the statement "some time after the

book entries were made" consistent with the actual
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facts. Ossian Anderson testified:

"Q Now, have you, or did you have prepared at

this time, or at the closing of the books in

December, 1929, a compilation of the realiz-

able values of the different assets of the
Tumwater Lumber Mills Company?

A Well, as I recall that, that was in our meet-
ing of the Olympia Harbor Lumber Com-
pany when the question came up. But we
did have such a realizable statement com-
piled, trying to arrive at just how our af-

fairs were in the two companies."

Also

"The first consideration given to a revalu-

ation of the Tumwater Lumber Mills Company
was sometime in December, 1929. / believe that

was when the computation was made that has
been typed and placed in evidence as an exhibit.

(Exhibit No. 5) It may not have been set up
exactly that way. I do not recall, but I Tnade a
computation of what the relative value of the

accounts would be. The first confipilation of the

percentage realizable value as reflected in Ex-
hibit No. If was made about the time that we
had our meeting in December to dete7^mine the

financial position of the company. ^^ (R. 58-59)

Very clearly a handwritten memoranda of the

values was referred to at the December meeting.

Such a handwritten schedule was handed to Mr.

Knight, the C. P. A. in January when he made his

preliminary audit of the books. (R. 80) Petition-

er's Exhibits 4 (R. 43) and 5 (R. 48-49) were pre-
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pared from that handwritten schedule and the re-

sults are identical with the decision which was

reached by the trustees in December.

It is perfectly true that the actual formal type-

written sheets composing petitioner's Exhibits 4

and 5 were not prepared in December. They were

prepared later from the information available at

the December meeting, and from the handwritten

schedules used at that meeting. We submit that

there is nothing unusual or anything to be con-

demned in that action. The subsequent figures

were mere bookkeeping details. The finding of the

court that at the December meeting it was decided

to charge off 40 per cent of the account substanti-

ates petitioner's contention. Petitioner of necessity

had to consider detailed figures and make apprais-

als to arrive at the figure of 40 per cent, which was

the exact figure used in the actual entries in the

books.

What was the financial condition of the Tum-

water Company in December, 1929? Although the

Board found that petitioner took action in Decem-

ber, 1929 and determined that the liquidating value

of the Tumwater account was $142,523.30 or 40

per cent, the Board did not find that that figure

was correct or incorrect, or what the actual value
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of the Tumwater account was. Petitioner contends

that in that the Board was also in error.

After examining the actual assets of the Tum-

water Company petitioner very naturally exam-

ined the opportunities for earnings or income by

the Tumwater Company based upon its then ac-

tual value in assets and possibilities of making a

profit. Reference has been made to the experi-

mental nature of the plant and to the fact that pe-

titioner had been compelled to advance over $84,-

000.00, when only $55,000.00 had been agreed upon

or anticipated. Even with the plant rearranged

and reconditioned as testified to by the expert wit-

nesses, the plant was not comparable to other plants

of the same type which were immediately erected

in the close vicinity. The latter plants materially

benefited by the pioneering work done by the Tum-

water Company. With such a plant and under the

market conditions then existing, was it reasonable

to believe that the Tumw;ater Company could make

a profit and pay its enormous debt?

The plant was in production in the Fall of 1929

and the Board so found. (R. 23) There was no local

outlet for the lumber. Europe was the only place

where that lumber could be marketed; that market

had to be developed at an added cost. The lumber
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market broke and prices declined rapidly. The ser-

ious market crash occurred in October, 1929, and

business conditions faced the greatest depression

the world has ever known. The small logs that the

gang saw mills anticipated cutting had been a drug

on the market prior to the building of the Tum-

water plant. When it was found that a method had

been devised whereby the small logs could be util-

ized, several other gang saw mills were built and

the demand for logs rose, the result being that

where that size log had formerly been a drug on

the market they were now obtainable only at a

premium. The Tumwater Company could not pos-

sibly operate under the market conditions which

developed and meet the competition of the more

efficient plants built after their experiment.

The petitioner's trustees recognized all of these

conditions and reached the conclusion that the Tum-
water Company neither had the assets sufficient to

protect the petitioner's account, nor did it have the

possibility of earning sufficient to meet the account.

They decided that it was worthless to the extent of

40 per cent and that it should be charged off with

the closing entries of 1929.

The Board recognized the conditions above re-

ferred to in its findings of fact. (R. 21)
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It may be contended that petitioner expected to

be repaid out of earnings only. It does not seem

possible that that contention can be seriously made.

Petitioner was an independent corporation; it rec-

ognized the experimental nature of the Tumwater

venture; it expressly limited the agreed advances

to $55,000.00. After such an advance had been

made and the plant was not competent to produce,

it was either a question of losing all that it had ad-

vanced, or trying to salvage something from the

wreck. It continued to advance until over $84,-

000.00 had been loaned. No careful business man

would think of advancing a sum of even $55,000.00,

let alone $84,000.00 expecting that it would be dis-

sipated either in whole or in part in an experiment.

They naturally expected the capital assets of the

Tumwater plant to always reflect the expenditure

of those funds and manifestly also that earnings

would be sufficient to meet all necessary normal

business demands.

The case of Selden v. Heiner, cited supra, is in

many ways analogous to the instant case. Plaintiff

in the Selden case was the principal creditor of two

corporations which had engaged in the experi-

mental manufacture of a chemical by a new and

untried process. After large expenditures the ex-
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periment failed commercially. Plaintiff controlled

through stock ownership the debtor corporation.

Only a partial deduction on account of loss was

taken although a greater deduction could have been

taken. The court held that the plaintiff was en-

titled to deduct the loss as a bad debt and said

:

"No one, I think, could listen to the evidence

produced by the plaintiff establishing the ex-

perimental character of the business in which
plaintiff and the companies were engaged; the

tremendous expense connected with such ex-

periments ; the repeated and persistent failures

;

the apparent hopeless financial condition of the

companies; the special purpose for which the

plant had been erected and the machinery in-

stalled, suitable for no other line of work than
that in which it was being used ; the very heavy
indebtedness owed by the companies to the pain-

tiff; * * * no one could hear this testimony,

coming from a trustworthy source without
agreeing with plaintiff that the debt in ques-

tion viewed from every sane and reasonable

business standpoint ivas vjorthless and should
be charged off and a claim of deduction there-

fore made in his tax return. In the face of the

testimony, the book and other supposititious and
misleading evidence of values amount to prac-

tically nothing.'^

The court recognized the close connection of the

plaintiff with the debtor companies and that he

controlled them through stock ownership and then

stated that plaintiff was in a perfectly legitimate

enterprise induced to do so perhaps by the necessi-
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ties of the United States for the particular chem-

ical production and reached the conclusion, "I can

see nothing in the situation which should deprive

him of the benefits of the statute."

The Tumwater account could not be salvaged

through liquidation or sale of capital assets. The

value was not there. It seems that the greatest mis-

take was that the petitioner did not charge off the

whole account. As Mr. Anderson testified

:

"We charged it right off; as a matter of

fact, in the light of subsequent events the whole
account should have been charged off, but we
tried to be conservative about if (R. 63)

'^And as subsequently happened it never has
been paid. It was a deductible debt. Forty per
cent of it was a conservative deduction. We de-

termined 40 per cent of this account to be
worthless in 1929 and that we would charge
that amount off as a loss. The whole account
was obviously a bad account." (R. 65, 66)

And again:

"The Tumwater Lumber Company could
not pay its debts in due course of business." (R.

42)

The testimony of Mr. Anderson, (R. 47-48)

clearly showed that the plant in liquidation would

have very little value. Manifestly the Tumwater

assets were insufficient. The earnings could not be
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looked to for reasons so clearly set forth herein.

The company was unable to pay its debts in due

course of business. The account clearly was a bad

debt.

(d)

Actual charge-off of account within a few
WEEKS after end OF TAXABLE YEAR AS A PART

OF CLOSING ENTRIES IS SUFFICIENT.

The only remaining question among those pro-

pounded by petitioner on pages 21 and 22 herein

is in reference to the book entries, is "Was the ac-

count charged off during 1929?"

There apparently has never been any question

in the Board's mind but that the petitioner de-

termined the account to be "bad" and decided to

charge it off in 1929. The Board so found. (R. 21)

The Board did not find that it was or was not

charged off. The facts show that for about nine

years petitioner had depended upon Mr. Knight, a

C. P. A. of Tacoma, Washington, for all their book-

keeping, auditing and accounting. After the in-

voices were in after the last day of the year the

books would be temporarily closed by petitioner's

bookkeeper. They were never finally closed until

after Mr. Knight completed his audit. That custom

was followed in 1929.
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It is a well known fact that a certified public

accountant's work is heaviest immediately after

January first of each year. He has many clients

who look to him for the final closing entries for

their books. At that season of the year and prior

to March 15, certified public accountants are also

actively engaged in preparation of income tax re-

ports. No certified public accountant can give all

of his attention to one client. The latter part of

January Mr. Knight made his preliminary audit

and as was his custom discussed it with Mr. Arthur

Anderson, one of petitioner's officers. At that time

Mr. Anderson asked where the allowance was for

the loss on the Tumwater account. (R. 78) Mr.

Knight was then informed of the trustee's action in

December, 1929. At that time there was presented

to Mr. Knight the handwritten schedules from

which petitioner's exhibits 4 and 5 were later pre-

pared. (R. 80) The preliminary closing of the

books had been accomplished by petitioner's book-

keeper and all profits for the year had been closed

into surplus. It is only customary procedure that

in making proper adjusting and closing entries it is

done through the surplus account. (R. 81) That

was done in this case. The entry was made as a

charge to "surplus," and a credit to a special ac-
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count which was set up by Mr. Knight, "special re-

serve for possible loss in Tumwater Lumber Mills

Company account." (R. 80) If the books had not

been temporarily closed the only change which

would have been made was that the charge would

have been made to the "bad debts" account. (R. 81)

The company had always charged its bad debts

to a bad debts account. It was not on the "reserve

basis." The terminology used in this case was that

of Mr. Knight, the C. P. A. (R. 80) This special

account was created solely for bookkeeping conven-

ience and to keep the Tumwater account, which was

written off as a bad debt, separate from the other

bad debts and to keep the reciprocal accounts as be-

tween the two companies in agreement. (R. 82)

The law is clear that when entries are made as

a part of the closing entries for any particular

year, but actually after the close of the year, they

are still considered as made in that particular year.

The following cases cite many instances where

the actual entries were made as a part of the clos-

ing entries after the end of the taxable year. In

each case the Board determined that the entries

were made as a part of the closing entries, even

though made several days or weeks after the end

of the taxable year.
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In Zebulon Vance Pate v. Commissioner^ 13

B. T. A. 1236. A group of accounts were found to

be worthless and charged over to separate accounts.

Ledger sheets were withdrawn from the general

ledger and the accounts were always treated as

charged off. No separate entries were made on the

individual accounts. Accounts were charged to

profit and loss and "entries made after December

31, by a C. P. A. in closing the books." The deduc-

tions were allowed.

"The statute is silent as to how or when or

in what manner they are to be charged off."

A charge-off as of December 31, 1918, but after

the close of the books for that year was found to be

a compliance with the statute in Mason Machine

Works Co. V. Commissioner, 3 B. T. A. 745. The

court said:

u* * * ^j^g entry dated December 31, was the
first entry made after the ruling down of the
accounts, and in our opinion substantially com-
plies with the requirements that the amount be
charged off within the taxable year. This
language must be interpreted in the light of the
ordinary course of business practise. It is not
the physical act done within the year to which
Congress has referred, but to the setting up of
evidence of the ascertainment of worthlessness
substantially as of the date of such ascertain-
ment and in confirmation thereof."
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Again in Rockwell Manufacturing Co. v. Com-

missioner, 19 B. T. A. 277. The year closed June

30, 1924. Deductions were made on September 1,

1924. The action of the directors was on August 2,

1924. Officers had ascertained the account to be

worthless during the taxable year. The deduction

was allowed.

Bank of Duplin v. Commissioner, 12 B. T. A.

652.

A note was determined to be worthless in 1920.

At first the petitioner had claimed a deduction of

only $9000.00 out of $14,352.25. After the Com-

missioner had claimed a deficiency, an amended re-

turn was filed claiming the entire amount as a bad

debt. Later in 1921 (after the close of the taxable

year), certain credits were made on the note and

still later the entire account was charged off. The

court said

:

"Here it is plain that this note was worth-
less in 1920, and that petitioner ascertained
that fact in 1920, and determined to charge it

off as a loss for the year 1920. The actual
physical act of making the entry was not per-
formed until April, 1921; hut it was done as a
1920 loss and before the books were ruled off
and closed for that year. Under such circum-
stances, we have frequently held that the Act of
1918 was substantially complied with and the
deduction allowable.
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"In A. W. Blackie, 2 B. T. A. 747, it was
said in part:

" The law does not contemplate unreason-
able things. The proper entries charging off the
sum of $170,879.91 were made on the general
books of the copartnership within a reasonable
time and before its books were closed for the
calendar year 1918. This is sufficient to comply
with the requirements of the statute.'

''Relative to the requirement that the debt
be charged off within the taxable year it was
said in Mason Machine Works Co., 3 B. T. A.
745:

" 'This language must be interpreted in the
light of the ordinary course of business prac-
tice. It is not the physical act done within the
year to which Congress has referred, but to the
setting up of evidence of the ascertainment of
worthlessness substantially as of the date of
such ascertainment and in confirmation there
of.'

"In George H. Fraser, 6 B. T. A. 997, the
Board said:

" 'The purpose of the statute appears to be
to require that some record be made of the as-

certainment of worthlessness. An interpreta-

tion of the statute which would deny any de-

duction except tvhen a charge-off luas made
upon books of account within the limits of the

calendar year, especially when it is considered
that closing entries are not usually made until

after the close of the year, would work a hard-
ship which IVe can not believe was intended or
is required and would attach to acts which are
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merely clerical in importance as great as is to

be given to the substance of the situation. The
statute must be given a reasonable interpreta-

tion, if possible. Clearly it was the intent that

a deduction should be allowed for worthless

debts in the year in which worthlessness was
ascertained and that the charging-off of the

debt might take other forms than entries on the

books of the taxpayer.'

*'In Mosher Manufacturing Co., 7 B. T. A.
187, debts ascertained to be worthless in 1920,
and which were not charged off until January
15, 1921, were held deductible.

"In State Bank of Alcester, 8 B. T. A. 878,
certain debts were ascertained to be worthless
in 1920, but bookkeeping entries charging them
off were not made until March 7, 1921. In hold-

ing that they were allowable, the Board said

:

" 'While it appears that the petitioner did
not make the bookkeeping entries charging off

the accounts until after the end of the year, it

did so as of December 31, 1920, before the books
were closed. The petitioner treated the matter
as a part of the year's transactions and deter-

mined its profits for the year on the basis of the
elimination of accounts. In our opinion the pe-

titioner is entitled to the deductions claimed on
account of the said debts.'

"To the same effect is Imperial Furniture
Co., 9 B. T. A. 713, where the actual entries

charging off were made in February or March
of the succeeding year."

It was held that the Revenue Act was complied

with.
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The Olympia Harbor Lumber Company and the
TuMWATER Lumber Mills Company could not

FILE CONSOLIDATED RETURNS FOR 1929.

(Discussion of Assignment of Error No. 9)

The Board stated in its opinion

:

"The two corporations had in earlier years
been in the habit of filing consolidated returns,

but that was not permitted under the Revenue
Act in force in 1929. If it had been the ac-

counts could not have reflected under any guise

the sum now sought to be deducted." (R. 24)

That statement was not made as a finding of

fact, but the court was manifestly influenced in its

opinion by the fact which was stated. It is true

that Olympia Harbor Company and Tumwater

Company had in prior years filed consolidated re-

turns. As a matter of law the Revenue Act of 1928

did not permit a consolidated return.

The following quotation sets forth the law in

respect to the filing of consolidated returns by affili-

ated corporations:

"(a) Privilege to File Consolidated Re-
turns. An affiliated group of corporations shall,

subject to the provisions of this section, have
the privilege of making a consolidated return
for the taxable year 1929 or any subsequent
taxable year, in lieu of separate returns.
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"(d) Definition of ^Affiliated Group/ As
used in this section an 'affiliated group' means
one or more chains of corporations connected
through stock ownership with a common parent
corporation if

—

"(1) At least 95 per centum of the stock of

each of the corporations (except the common
parent corporation) is owned directly by one or
more of the other corporations; and

"(2) The common parent corporation owns
directly at least 95 per centum of the stock of at

least one of the other corporations."

26 U. S. C. A. 2141. (a), (d-1), (d-2).

A similar state of facts is ruled upon in the

case of Roger Morris Realties Inc. v. Commissioner,

27 B. T. A. 924. The petitioner filed a consolidated

return with a company which was closely affiliated

in stock ownership, but the companies were not

affiliated under the interpretation of the Act of

1928 above cited. The Commissioner ruled in that

case that an affiliated return could not be made.

The Board sustained the Commissioner and said

:

"The Petitioner in brief says: These cor-
porations have always operated as affiliated and
it has been held so in the past by the Internal
Revenue Department.' No doubt that state-
ment is true, hut it should he noted that the law
governing affiliation for prior years is entirely
different from that prescrihed in Section 14.1 of
the Revenue Act of 1928, which was to he effec-
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tive for 1929 and subsequent years.^*

See also the cases of Selden v. Heiner cited

supra, and A. M. Gutterman & Sons Co. v. Com-

missioner, 8 B. T. A. 1187, where deductions were

allowed on account of bad debts and where the

facts in the respective cases show that the concerns

were closely related in stock ownership.

In the instant case the petitioner and the Turn-

water Company had in prior years filed consoli-

dated returns and in all respects in relation there-

to had complied with the statutes. When the 1928

Revenue Act was enacted, to be effective for 1929,

petitioner and the Tumwater Company were not

affiliated and could not file affiliated returns. Pe-

titioner complied with the law as enacted for 1929

and filed a separate return and sought to deduct a

loss on account of bad debt and is then met by the

statement of the Board that if they had filed con-

solidated returns the loss could not have been de-

ducted. Petitioner should not be penalized for com-

plying with the law, by having a deduction other-

wise allowable disallowed because it could not have

been claimed under prior acts.
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What constitutes "ascertainment" that a
debt is bad.

(Discussion of Assignment of Error

No. 10.)

The Board reached the conclusion in the final

part of its opinion that "the debt due to the pe-

titioner by the Tumwater Lumber Mills Co. was not

ascertained to be worthless to the amount of $33,-

594.65 and that the charge-off should not be al-

lowed as a deduction from petitioner's 1929 in-

come." (R. 25) Petitioner submits that that con-

clusion of law is unsound and unfounded in fact in

the light of findings of the Board and in the light

of evidence supporting those findings as herein set

forth.

What does the statute, 26 U. S. C. A. 2023 (J)

mean when it states: "Debts ascertained to be

worthless and charged off within the taxable year
* * * ff)}

In American Trust Co. v. Commissioner, 31

Fed. (2) 47, the Circuit Court stated:

''The word 'ascertained' means to find out,
to make reasonably certain. Both in popular and
law dictionaries that is the meaning assigned to
it. True, the ascertainment may not be absolute
nor are a final judgment and return nullo bona
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always prerequisites, and a claim may be duly
'ascertained' to be worthless though later it may
turn out to be in fact collectible. But a debt can-
not be written off as worthless merely because
it is doubtful. Reasonable and intelligent effort

must be made to determine its value and the

circumstances thus discovered must be such as

reasonably to generate the belief that it is in

fact worthless. Naturally, no hard and fast

rule can he laid down and each case must he

adjudged in the light of its own facts, hence
cases involving distinct facts are not of great
valued

Again in Sherman & Bryan, Inc. v. Blair, 35

Fed. (2) 713, the Second Circuit at page 717 of its

opinion said:

'Tresumably, the taxpayer's decision that a
debt is worthless and so charged off measures
its loss."

Again on page 715

:

"To 'ascertain' is to make sure by investi-

gation and it is conceded that to justify charg-
ing off a debt for tax purposes the taxpayer
must make a reasonable investigation of the
facts and draw a reasonable inference from the
information thus obtainable."

See also the case of Wheeler-Fisher & Co. v.

Commissioner, 54 Fed. (2) 293, wherein the Cir-

cuit Court said at page 295 of its opinion

:

"The member was quite right in holding
that to justify deduction it is not sufficient that
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the debt be charged off within the taxable year,
and that within the year the debt was in fact
worthless, but it must also appear that its

worthlessness was during the taxable year as-
certained by the taxpayer."

It will be noted in the Wheeler-Fisher case just

cited that the manner of "charging off" the account

is not a part of the ascertainment. Therefore when

the Board reached its conclusion the question of

whether or not the charge-off had been properly

made could not have been in its mind.

The Board had already found that in Decem-

ber the trustees of petitioner had "reached the con-

clusion" that the Tumwater Company "would not

be able to pay the petitioner the sums advanced to

it," and that "it was accordingly decided to charge

off approximately 40 per cent of the advance to the

Tumwater Company as a bad debt." Very appar-

ently the Board by its express finding recognized

that the petitioner's trustees made a reasonable in-

vestigation as to the facts in reference to the Tum-
water Company account. How else could they have

"reached the conclusion?" And how could they

have "decided to charge off" the account? What
more under the decisions above decided, or under

the law could petitioner have done to "ascertain"

the account to be a bad debt? The holding has many
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times been made that it is not necessary to bring

suit or to await bankruptcy or a receivership or

even to demand payment when petitioner knows

that the demand would be useless. (Selden v.

Heiner Supra.)

As said by the Circuit Court in the Sherman-

Bryan case just cited, "The taxpayer must make a

reasonable investigation of the facts and draw a

reasonable inference from the information thus

obtainable."

In the instant case petitioner's trustees were

entirely familiar with the actual facts and circum-

stances surrounding the Tumwater account. As

has been noted they knew the experimental nature

of the project; they knew that the capital asset, the

gang saw mill, had cost over $84,000.00, while but

$55,000.00 had been estimated by the best author-

ity (the Swedish engineer referred by Mr. Oxholm

of the United States Department of Commerce)
;

they determined that that asset, while it had cost

over $84,000.00, was in fact worth not over $35,-

000.00 at the close of 1929 and that even that

amount could not have been obtained under a

forced sale. They further knew and determined in

December, 1929, that other mills had been built

benefiting by the pioneering work of the Tumwater
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Company and that the latter mills were more ef-

ficient and built at a less cost, because of the pio-

neering work of the Tumwater Company. They

knew that these mills were forming active com-

petition ; they knew that the market for the lumber

sawed by this kind of mill was limited and had to

be developed in Europe at an added expense; they

knew that the market for lumber had slumped dis-

asterously in the Fall of 1929; they knew that the

greatest stock market crash in history had oc-

curred in October of that year and that business

conditions generally were at an exceedingly low

ebb; they had made an analysis of the assets and

liabilities of the Tumwater Company, having be-

fore them at their meeting in December, a hand-

written schedule of those determined values; they

found that the actual assets of the Tumwater Com-
pany were entirely wanting as a security; they

knew that the earnings of the company under the

then existing conditions could not possibly be de-

pended upon to pay the Tumwater account.

It is apparent that the petitioner considered de-

tailed facts and made more than a ''reasonable in-

vestigation." The Board found that it had ''drawn

the inference" that the debt was "bad" by holding

that petitioner had "reached the conclusion" that
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the debtor could not pay and that "it was accord-

ingly decided" to charge off approximately 40 per

cent. Clearly the petitioner "ascertained" the debt

to be "bad" both under the facts and the law.

It will be noted that in our prior discussion we

have referred to the fact that the Board did not

determine the value of the Tumwater assets and

made no finding thereon, but did find that in De-

cember the trustees evaluated the assets of the

Tumwater Company and reached the conclusion

that they were worth not to exceed $142,000.00.

How can it reasonably be said that petitioner

did not "ascertain" the account to be worthless in

1929?

Is petitioner, which is entirely separate and

distinct from the Tumwater company, both actual-

ly and legally, to be penalized because it advanced

funds to the Tumwater Company to enter upon an

experiment requested and suggested by the United

States Department of Commerce?

Since the companies were separate and dis-

tinct and could not file consolidated returns, pe-

titioner's rights should be judged upon that basis.

In speaking of the experimental nature of the Tum-

water project it is not mere fiction. Mr. Oxholm in
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his letter, (Pet. Ex. 7, R. 75) clearly gives credit

to the Tumwater Company. That letter is an of-

ficial letter of the United States Department of

Commerce. In that letter Mr. Oxholm states.

"I am glad to state that the erection of your
saw mill in Olympia was part of the program
of the National committee on Wood Utilization
of the Department of Commerce. * * * Many
difficulties were experienced.

"As you know, your example has been fol-

lowed by a number of saw mills on the Pacific
Coast and they are now receiving the benefit of
your pioneer experiment."

See also Petitioner's Exhibit 6, (R. 48) and

Mr. Oxholm's foreword at page V. where he gives

credit to the Tumwater Company. Petitioner's

Exhibit 6 was prepared by Mr. Oxholm and his

committee upon investigation and report made by

the committee at the Tumwater plant. (R. 67, 68,

69) The Tumwater Company had nothing to do

with the report. (R. 69)

There can be no question but what the loss to

petitioner was an actual one. The testimony is that

the account never has been paid and that the ac-

count should have been charged off entirely in 1929.

It would seem that both as a matter of equity and

as a matter of law that petitioner should be en-
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titled to deduct the loss.

In conclusion, petitioner submits that there was

an actual loss on account of the "bad" debt of the

Turnwater account in the amount of at least $33,-

594.65, the amount claimed as a loss by petitioner;

that petitioner not only determined that the loss

was "bad" and decided to charge it off in Decem-

ber, 1929, but actually under the facts and law as-

certained the account to be "bad" as claimed and

charged it off in 1929; and that petitioner is en-

titled to the deduction.

Wherefore, petitioner prays that the Board's

decision as appealed from may be reversed and the

case remanded to the Board with directions to al-

low petitioner the deduction as claimed.

Respectfully submitted,

THOMAS N. FOWLER,
Attorney for Petitioner.


